
WE ARE HERE TO PROVIDE 

HIGH QUALITY
Digital Marketing & SEO for 
Business Growth

www.redchameleon.co

First things first and before anything else you need an excellent 

website and landing pages before you start online marketing and 

your branding needs to be consistent and professional.
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SUGGESTED ONLINE 
MARKETING STRATEGY:
Content: An excellent strategy initially is to improve the information you currently provide on your 

website about your products and services to educate visitors. 500-1000 words per page are required 

in a competitive market, maybe more. 

Continually create unique NEW content and add it to the website (at least 1-2 monthly). This content 

is then published to social media and boosted to your target audience. Search engines will also rank 

this content, which helps improve SEO under more search terms, which are called long tail keywords.  

Start writing!

Use Google Alerts to find out what the competition is writing. This is also a great strategy to find new 

ideas.
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1. SOCIAL: Post new content continually to social media pages and run brand awareness ads with 

offers, specials or deals. Use Hootsuite or another platform so that you can schedule posts and make 

it easier to manage.

Ideally, you will also remarket to users who have visited your pages in the past to bring them back to 

your business and keep your business in their mind for when they are ready to purchase.

2. BRANDING: Graphics and imagery are the cornerstones to an excellent business marketing 

campaign and to help with conversions, likes, comments and enquiries. Keep to your brand standards 

and use quality writers, consistent voice, consistent graphics and fantastic pictures.  All businesses 

need a quality Graphic Designer.

3. GOOGLE ADWORDS: Use Google AdWords for keyword searches and remarketing users looking 

for your services/products in search engines; this will also help to bring them back to your site. 

Provide a remarketing offer and strategy based on your key services with landing pages and action 

buttons. Remarketing will target your visitors who have not yet made an enquiry or sale from your 

site and help them to take the leap. We can track this information by using code on a 'thank you' 

page.

4. SEO: Search Engine Optimisation is the most effective long term strategy to gain more leads and 

sales as search engines monitor your website for content, speed and relevance. See our eBook for 50 

tips to SEO and the service we provide in this area.

5. LEAD GENERATION: Not everyone is ready to buy now so set up a lead magnet to generate soft 

leads and nurture these leads in an automated email campaign. Maybe an eBook with tips and tricks 

or educational information? Build a product you could sell but give it away for free to capture a lead. 

Free shipping, a discount on the first order will also help. Just asking someone to sign up to a 

newsletter rarely works.

6. NEWSLETTERS: Send a monthly newsletter to your database with your latest offer or news.  The 

simplest way to do this is to post out your most recent offers and deals from the above content 

recommendations using quality graphics and imagery and offers to entice the enquiry.Make sure you 

have a quality Google business page with reviews posted regularly.
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7. GOOGLE MY BUSINESS: Make sure you have a quality Google business page with reviews posted 

regularly.

8. SOCIAL SHARING: Social sharing icons should be added to most pages on your website. Users will 

share quality content, and this helps with SEO and user engagement.

9. Set up an automated email on the websites enquiry form, so a new opportunity instantly gets a 

response. Include links to pricing options or educational information on the site. Show you care and 

make it look better than your competitors.  Follow up as promised promptly.

10. Set up an abandoned cart email for users who did not check out but added items to the cart.

11. We run monthly report and track your business target keywords for changes including site audit 

reports on page speed and coding errors which is part of an SEO campaign. If your site drops in 

Google for some reason, then this will help us to keep on top of things early on.
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CONTENT STRATEGY

Constant never ending improvement

SERVICE & PRODUCT PAGE CONTENT

Content needs to be improved ongoing and have more targeted keywords in the titles and more 

content on the pages. Work on 500-1000 words of unique content per page.

CONTENT STRATEGY (MONTHLY)

Posted to the website first and then shared to social media channels and boosted if it is important.

1x Post Reviews and Ask for More Reviews Ongoing

1x Offers & Deals 

1x Knowledgebase 

1x Product/Service information

1x Portfolio item with details of the project, location, review and gallery of work

Utilize professional content writers if you don't have time.

When posting to social media use quality graphics and imagery in your posts and link them back to 

the associated website for remarketing and conversion tracking. Branding is everything so make sure 

it is consistent ongoing. Check image size recommendation below.

Setup Google Alerts to come up with ideas around subjects your target audience are reading. Get 

these articles rewritten if they are relevant to your business. 

500-word articles are around $50 reworded.

Articles which are written from scratch and researched keywords are around $120.

Post new articles to the website first and then to social.
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Boost offers and deals with your target audience and also retargetFacebook, Instagram and Website 

visitors for remarketing.

If you are writing your content use http://www.hemingwayapp.com/ to score content and 

https://app.grammarly.com/ to pick up spelling and grammar issues.

IMAGE EDITING

A great strategy with graphics and images is to use a one size fits all approach. 

TIPS:

Text (if used) should only go into the middle of the graphics and be less than 20% of the total area. 

If you want to boost this image, it won't be approved by Facebook if it has to much text. Images 

and videos are best with no text.

An image with these dimensions is ideal for retina display, can be used on the website pages and as 

blogs featured image, will post to social media and look great on most devices. 

Try 1600x800 with 160 padding on either side or use Square 800x800.
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MONTHLY CONTENT

Please provide links and images under each section or in a new folder for each month.

Use OneDrive, Google Drive, DropBox,  Facebook, Asana.com or another collaboration tool for 

teams. 

January February March

April May June

July August September

October November December

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Lead generator?

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running

• Blog post and images

• Any offers or deals you have running
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TIPS:

Place all content on the website first and then share out to Social Media

Plan in advance and schedule using HootSuite

Don't use more that 7 Hash tags

Post to different Platforms at different times

Don't forget to post to Google My Business page

Upload images to Social Platforms direct and don't link from the website

Including a Landing Page link in your posts back to your website

Use conversion optimization techniques to entice a Lead or Sale

OUR OFFICE:

Suite 2.23, 4 Ilya Avenue,

Erina, NSW 2250

Australia

CONTACT INFO

Office: 1300 431 172

Email: info@redchameleon.co

Website: www.redchameleon.co

WE ARE SOCIAL TOO

https://www.facebook.com/redchameleonseo/?modal=admin_todo_tour

https://www.linkedin.com/company/redchameleonseo/

https://www.instagram.com/redchameleonseo/


